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Introduction
In this mini-series, we
explore some of the key
issues facing the construction
sector. By combining new data
and expert insights we paint
a picture of the scale of these
challenges, before looking at ways
they can be resolved. This report - the
second in our series — looks at risk.

‘Health and safety, linking to
occupier risk mitigation, has
always been a major challenge
for the construction industry.’

The construction industry has had a turbulent time recently with
Brexit, Covid and an intense spotlight on safety presenting a raft
of challenges for the sector. Skills shortages, project delays, higher
prices and supply chain issues are all contributing to reduced
margins, delays, safety concerns and emerging risks.

However, it’s not all doom and gloom for the
industry. The construction sector is resilient
and adapts to circumstances quickly.
This is shown in the UK Construction PMI
(purchasing managers’ index) for June 2021
which indicated output growth hitting a
24-year high.

it should be clear, accurate, up-to-date,
accessible, and unambiguous. These are
just some of the initiatives that have been
introduced to improve safety and reduce
risk within the industry. It is expected that
more schemes will be introduced over the
coming months and years.

Health and safety, linking to occupier
risk mitigation, has always been a major
challenge for the construction industry
and this year we are seeing a tightening of
building regulations and an increased focus
on the quality of products.

In Spring 2021, we asked 250 decision
makers in the construction sector including
contractors, project managers, procurement
teams, asset managers, consultants and
architects for their thoughts around risk,
including risks specific to their roles.
We then put these findings to a panel of
contractors, architects and developers,
including Morgan Sindall, Bond Bryan,
Corstorphine & Wright, Faithful+Gould,
Caddick Construction and echelon
Consultancy to get their take on the subject.
This short report includes an overview of
the research findings and commentary
from experts at these firms.

In January, the government announced
it was establishing a dedicated national
construction products regulator to ensure
the safety of construction products and
to determine a process for monitoring ‘fit
for purpose’ product testing. Meanwhile,
the Construction Products Association has
developed a Code for Construction Product
Information which will be launched later
this year. The Code will introduce five “acid
tests” for production information; that

250

decision makers in the
construction sector were
asked for their thoughts
around risk.
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What are the main risk
factors in construction?
The top factors that create the most risk in the
construction sector were most commonly identified
by research respondents as:

1

A lack of quality control

24%

2

Unclear government
guidelines

24%

3

A shortage of
high-quality materials

24%

 .B – percentages denote the percentage of respondents
N
that included the above in their top five responses.

The expert
view:
Mathew Baxter, Founder at echelon Consultancy, said:
“Often it isn’t the products that are the problem, it can be down
to training and competency. If a manufacturer takes pride in the
product being used in a building, then they should be attending
the site to ensure quality control throughout the installation.
Build quality is often due to the people who build it, which is why
I mention competency, and during a project we must ask the
following; is there a level of quality control? Has the manufacturer
got a site presence? Is there any ongoing training and guidance on
installation and maintenance? It isn’t always that the building wasn’t
specified correctly, or that the materials are low quality, it’s that the
people who are building don’t always have adequate competencies.
Therefore, it is important for the manufacturer to have high
standards of quality control, to provide training and ensure
that the product is installed correctly.”
Tom Clarke, Senior Project Manager at Faithful+Gould, added:
“What comes to mind, particularly with more complex materials, is
that whilst there is a big demand for supply, it is unlikely that the
manufacturer will install the material themselves due to labour
availability, but generally this would give a bigger warranty.
So, with high demand for materials and possible skills shortages,
manufacturers could look to ensure that there are opportunities to
give out general training. By offering this, particularly for tier one
contractors, we would have a supply chain who were skilled, and
strong partnerships that could rapidly procure and install materials.”

4
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Risk factors
by job role

Overall agreement
on risk

Knowing that roles within the construction industry
face differing challenges, we then split our research
sample down demographically to find the risk
concerns for each profession.
Quality in one form or another featured prominently amongst
architects, contractors and consultants.
Architect:

Shortage of high-quality materials
and budget constraints 
Asset Manager:

Poor design 

34%
28%

Contractor:

Shortage of high-quality materials  34%

Overall, 76% of the industry thinks that the
discussion around risk happens at an early
enough stage in a project’s lifecycle. However,
procurement and asset management professionals
were most likely to say that risk considerations do
not happen early enough (28%).
The expert
view:
Kim Ebling, Director at Corstorphine & Wright, said:
“When it comes to minimising the impact of materials shortages,
it really is about collaboration early doors. It’s always the most
important thing - making procurement decisions right at the
beginning of the project avoids being caught up midway and
suddenly facing additional costs and variation.”

Consultant:

Lack of quality control
and poor design 
Engineer:

Lack of product information 
Procurement:

Time constraints 

34%
34%
38%

Project Manager:

Unclear contracts and
unclear government guidelines 

28%

“When it comes to minimising
the impact of materials
shortages, it really is about
collaboration early doors.”
Kim Ebling Director at Corstorphine & Wright
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Who is concerned
about liability?

Risks associated with construction are significant and
with this comes concerns over individual liability for
both product specification and health and safety.

A total of 73% of respondents said that they were concerned about
liability issues when specifying building materials, with contractors
stating this was their biggest worry. Those that said they were most
concerned about liability issues were:

84%
83%

31%

User wellbeing

of contractors

of procurement
professionals

80%

of people working in
architectural practices

79%

of people working in
construction firms

6

The top 3 liability concerns by demographic were identified as:
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30%

Product durability

30%

Worker safety

Liability
concerns

The biggest risk concerns by demographic were:
Architects:

Product durability 

46%

Asset Manager:

45%

Contractor:

45%

Consultant:

39%

Engineer:

46%

User wellbeing 
Fire safety 
User wellbeing 
Product durability 
Procurement:

Acoustic performance 
Project Manager:

Worker safety 

The expert
view:
Tomasz Romaniewicz, Associate at Bond Bryan, said:
“It’s come as no surprise that concerns over liability are
continuing to rise. Whilst there are huge benefits and indeed,
many success stories to D&B over the last 20 years, there are
equally a number of alarming challenges we need to address
around liability to reflect the changes of our multi-disciplinary,
high-risk industry. The diversification of alternative procurement
routes will be critical to addressing this, along with improving
quality, and standards around net zero and wellbeing for
example – as clearly a ‘one size fits all’ approach will continue
to have implications. We recommend from the outset
considering an MMC and /or DfMA route on projects, as
this will make a significant contribution to reducing liability
concerns. Additionally, it will give consultants the time and
space to rigorously test and approve specification decisions.”

41%
38%
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Stakeholder
duty

The risk factors associated with construction can be high, not
only from a health and safety point of view, but also in relation to
cost repercussions. As a result of this, most respondents said that
they worry regularly about the decisions they make and the risk
implications, with architects and asset management professionals
both stating it as a high concern (69%), followed by project
managers 68% and contractors 67%.
Most respondents agreed that the government should determine
the burden of risk for stakeholders, with 61% saying that it was
up to the government to provide clear guidelines for construction
sector stakeholders to be able to reduce risks.

“A blanket policy will not
always work. For example,
a railway won’t work to the
same exact guidelines as
an office refurb or a big
residential scheme.”
Tom Clarke, Senior Project Manager at Faithful+Gould

8
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The expert
view:
Tom Clarke, Senior Project Manager at Faithful+Gould, said:
“There are already a lot of government guidelines but some of them
are a bit grey in some ways, and rightly so. If you are procuring a
service or material for a project and you are contracting it, they
would assume you are managing some of the criteria in the written
contracts between parties, such as additional Z clauses in an
NEC3 contract. There is a lot of government focus on health and
safety and building standards – for example, British Standard for
manufacturers. However, if the government was to overhaul the
construction industry, it would take us in a completely different
direction. It’d end up being a government run industry and there
are pros and cons to them having influence over everything, but
a lot of it comes down to what is the most sensible and pragmatic
solution and what is going to work for the project and contracted
parties. A blanket policy will not always work. For example, a
railway won’t work to the same exact guidelines as an office
refurb or a big residential scheme.”
Mathew Baxter, Founder of echelon Consultancy, said:
“I think over the past few years, the government has tried to be
more cooperative. However, I think there’s been a general wave of
apathy towards the government from the sector which stems from
the fact that they need to adopt a more hands on and proactive
approach. I think there’s been a general wave of apathy towards
the government from the sector which stems from the fact that
they need to be more hands on and proactive. There has been a
tendency to push legislation out which changes fairly fundamental
roles and when it comes to the asset management side for
example, some of this legislation means that they have to change
their structure completely. I think it’s improving, but there still
needs to be more consultation from the government to understand
the thoughts of those on the ground before implementing new
legislation. If there was ever a perfect storm in the sector it’s
now, so the government need to have a hands-on, hand-holding
approach when implementing new legislation.”

Who is responsible
for quality?

It’s important to remember that quality means different things
to different people in the industry. It could be cost, performance
or aesthetics, but when asked where in the construction cycle
the responsibility for quality lies, most respondents felt that it
was the builder 25%, followed by the designer/architect 24%,
the manufacturer 21% and the installer 16%.

The expert
view:
Tom Clarke, Senior Project Manager at Faithful+Gould, said:
“I find it interesting how many people felt that the builder
holds the most responsibility. If the builder receives a
substandard quality product and is told that they have to
install it by the project team, that’s where it can get a bit grey,
as it could be the manufacturer’s product which is at fault.
I’ve seen this in the case of bespoke wooden walls
or feature walls, for example, the product turns up and the
builder installs what has been provided, but actually it is
down to a sub-standard product from the manufacturer
and warranty has to be kicked into place immediately to
rectify poor joinery.”
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A final view
on risk

When asked about the burden of risk, three roles felt that it
was weighted more heavily on their profession than on others:

72%

of project managers

66%

of contractors

54%

10

of architects
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Confidence in their profession’s ability to identify risks varied, from
39% of consultants being the most pessimistic, to 76% of project
managers and 70% of contractors showing most optimism.
Finally, and on a positive note, the majority of respondents 63%
believed that the construction industry is good when it comes to
identifying risks.

The expert
view:
Mathew Baxter, Founder of echelon Consultancy, said: “It all goes back
to the point we have been making throughout this discussion, it really
is about collaboration and openness. As we are all aware, issues with
certain products and elements of the construction process arise week
on week. It’s important that we all work very closely with contractors
and clients to recognise any problems quickly and say, “right, what can
we do?” and do it.”

Key takeaways: Inspiring
safety and mitigating risk

Our research, plus the thoughts of our panel of industry professionals, gave us a
lot to think about when it comes to risk across the board – whether it be related to
safety, skills shortages, project delays, supply chain issues or something else entirely.
With challenges relating to risk only set to become more pertinent over the coming
years, we’ve pulled out our three key takeaways below:

1

Focusing on training and skills development is crucial
to mitigate risk and increase quality at build stage.
The same product installed by two different people could
lead to a very different end result, depending on how
skilled with that particular product those installing it are.
So, manufacturers have a responsibility to upskill those
that will be fitting the products to ensure a consistent
level of quality across the board.

2

Collaboration is crucial from the outset of a project in
order to identify risks early and, as a result, not be faced
with more costly issues down the line. This collaboration
should remain a core focus throughout the entire project
lifecycle, with all parties working together to identify risks
and then quickly taking action before they snowball.

3

Regardless of their role, everyone operating in the
construction sector is worried about risk implications to
some extent – with many admitting they worry about
them regularly. While the Government has made efforts
over the past few years to introduce more initiatives and
regulations to mitigate risk, there is an overwhelming
sentiment that policy makers could, and should, be doing
more. That being said, everyone in the supply chain has a
part to play here; this isn’t just the job of one person, group
or party – it’s a collective responsibility that we all hold.

‘....everyone in the supply chain
has a part to play here; this
isn’t just the job of one person,
group or party – it’s a collective
responsibility that we all hold.’
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A bit more about us

Etex is a leading manufacturer of innovative construction materials, specialising in drywall,
passive fire protection and steel framing systems. Part of the global Etex Group and with four
leading brands under its umbrella Siniat, Promat, EOS and FSi, Etex provides extensive technical
knowledge and support to its customers, alongside a comprehensive product offering.

Its ability to deliver high performance fully tested systems
combined with the peace of mind that comes from a dedicated
technical support team has made Etex a trusted, go-to supplier in
a number of markets. These include the residential, build to rent,
education, healthcare, hotel and leisure and warehousing sectors.
Taking a collaborative approach to construction, Etex is committed
to building strong relationships with clients, main contractors, subcontractors, distributors, merchants and architects, to ensure that
their projects run smoothly and successfully.

The brands that make up
Etex Building Performance
are Siniat, Promat and FSi
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We hope you’ve found the insights highlighted in this report useful.
To discuss information contained within it further or comment on
the findings, please contact: melanie.davies@etexgroup.com
Or stay connected on social media: LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/etex-building-performance/

Special thanks

With special thanks to Morgan Sindall, Bond Bryan,
Corstorphine and Wright, Faithful+Gould, Caddick
Construction and echelon Consultancy for taking
part and sharing their opinions on the research.
Please note that this whitepaper does not express
the views of each company. Where individuals
are quoted, views represented are those of the
individual, not the company as a whole.
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Biographies

Kim Ebling
Director at Corstorphine
& Wright Architecture

Graham Edgell
Director of Sustainability and
Procurement at Morgan Sindall

Mathew Baxter
Founder and CEO at
echelon Consultancy

Kim has worked in the residential sector for
over 20 years and has been instrumental in
successfully contributing to many significant
projects. Her expertise lies in being able to
reinvent existing buildings.

Graham joined Morgan Sindall Group plc in
August 2001. Morgan Sindall Group plc is
one of the founding partners of the Supply
Chain Sustainability School where Graham is a
Director and currently Chair of the Infrastructure
School Board and is at the forefront of
construction procurement in the UK.

Mathew Baxter founded echelon in 2005 and
has led it to become one of the most successful
procurement and asset management
consultancy businesses in the affordable
housing sector, alongside growing the wider
echelon Group.

Kim immerses herself in projects to fully
understand their unique challenges and
encourages creative and critical dialogue
to unlock the potential of a brief and site
and discover the right solutions.
Kim is also an external critic at Liverpool
School of Architecture and party to the
Aspire to Inspire School Programme. She is
also a member of Women in Social Housing.

Graham is the Director of Sustainability and
Procurement for Morgan Sindall Group plc and
is responsible for the sustainability and supply
chain strategy of the Group including materials,
plant, sub-contractors and indirect spend
with an estimated value of £2.5 billion. This
includes responsibility of over 400 framework
agreements that are targeted to deliver a
benefit to both Morgan Sindall and
its clients by delivering competitive prices,
best value and market leading differentiators.
In addition Graham spearheads Morgan
Sindall’s commitment to its supply chain by
assisting its sub-contractors and tier 2 suppliers
with commercial and best practice assistance
and support.
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He has substantial experience in the
development, procurement and delivery
of asset management projects within
the affordable housing sector, as a client,
contractor and consultant.
A creative thinker with a flair for innovation,
Mathew has a reputation for developing
innovative delivery models for the sector with
a focus on repeat business and building longlasting relationships with clients. He has also
addressed many industry events, sharing best
practice, and continues to be in demand on
the conference circuit.

Tom Clarke
Senior Project Manager at Faithful+Gould
member of the SNC-L group

Tomasz Romaniewicz
Associate at Bond Bryan

Tom has worked in the construction industry
in various sectors including CAT A/B
refurbishment, manufacturing, programme
management and major infrastructure
enabling works.

With over 12 years’ experience – working in
London, Berlin, Yorkshire and Birmingham
– Tomasz leads on all things Build to Rent
within Bond Bryan in a nationally-focused role.
As a specialist in regeneration projects, he
has also spent time working in Development
Management in London during the infancy days
of Build to Rent within the UK market.

Tom is typically involved in the whole project
life cycle of projects, with particular focus
on programme/schedule development and
management. He is always focused on the
successful delivery of projects for clients.

Through his experience of working in both
client and consultant roles, his position at Bond
Bryan has a special focus on bridging the gap
between the traditional norms of architect
and developer. Tomasz has a particular skill for
identifying land suitable for BTR both on and
off market, and working closely with investors
in order to ensure that maximum return for
BTR can be attained on sites. He also acts as
lead architect on projects. Tomasz has led
Bond Bryan’s growth within BTR throughout
the midlands and the north and more recent
collaborations have focused on acting, on
behalf of private sector institutional funders
with Local Authorities, to further expand BTR
into tier 2 locations.

Tomasz sits on the RIBA Yorkshire Housing
panel – an advocacy voice for housing issues
in the Yorkshire region -and the Jewellery
Quarter Neighbourhood Forum in Birmingham.
His expertise offers an industry-leading
understanding of residential design and
placemaking around Build to Rent and Co
Living – amalgamating a design-led approach
to projects, balanced with an understanding of
planning policy, viability and what, ultimately,
makes places thrive.
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Do not forget to view
our previously explored topic:
The Etex experts series #1: Productivity
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